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the dance

In a recent editorial (art press 180)!
expressed my regret at the lackluster
articles published on the occasion of
the Matisse retrospective mounted at
the MoMA and later, in part, at the
Georges Pornpidou Center. I should
have excepted however the remark
able review by William Wilson that
appeared in Artspace. The exhibition of
the three versions of Matisse’s Dance
side by side has given us the chance to
work with this author; who offers us
below a study in which Matisse is quite
concretely presented as “immured in
color,” a far cry from the mincing ideal
ism to which the artist is frequently
confined. Other texts by Mr Wilson are
to follow: in January a study of another
Matisse masterpiece, his Demoiselles
a Ia rivière, and later a discussion of
several other “Demoiselles,” those
from Avignon painted by Picasso.

The unfinished Dance of 1931 is
now part of the Musée d’art modeme
de Ia Ville de Paris collection thanks to
both a donation (one third of the cost)
and the Ci4’ of Paris which assumed
the rest. The museum already pos
sesses what now becomes the sec
ond version, the third being the painting
eventually installed at the Barnes
Foundation in Merion, Pennsylvania.
The show featuring the three versions
along with studies runs through 6
March 1994 at the Musée d’art
moderne. We might mention the
reopening of Nice’s Matisse Museum
this past summer and the show
Matisse, scuiptures-dessins, dialogues
(Matisse, sculptures-drawings, dia
logues) at the Musée Matisse du
Cateau-Cambrésis through 6 February
1994.

C.M.

• For Henri Matisse, a painting is a response
to a wall. Walls oppress him, as he writes to
Pierre Bonnard: “II me tarde d’aller passer
quelques jours en dehors de mes murs.” But
walls can be alleviated, as by hanging a
painting from Bonnard: Certainement Ia vue do
votre peinture allegrera le mur que j’ai devant
le nez en ce moment et me fera prendre los
choses, et mon travail surtout, d’une façon
plus simple, plus direct.

The alleviation of a wall occurs through the
construction of a light which functions as a
spiritual space: l3janvier 1940 ... Mais j’ai une
peinture bridée par des conventions nouvelles
d’aplats par lesquels je dois m’exprimer
entièrement, de tons locaux exclusivement,
sans ombres, sans mode/es, qui doivent réagir
les uns sur les autres pour suggerer Ia lumière,
I’espace spirituel. Light is spiritual space.

Thus, late in life Matisse understood that
the space constructed by light was his spiritual
shelter. The actual walls of a building are like
refusals to him, but he accepts material walls
as a challenge and opportunity to alleviate the
walls with the light of painting. He opposes
anything that he experiences as dense mass

— anything that blocks the slow arabesqueing
forward movement of his willful spirit with
light.

When Matisse accepts the commission to
paint murals on canvas to be attached to the
walls of the Barnes Foundation, he works on a
subsidiary wall which is part of the background.
The wall is not made to be looked at, but is
visible from a balcony. He makes this sub
sidiary wall focal, so that a spectator will share
one of his visual delights—to see more where
less has been seen. He wants the spectator to
see more light, and then to dwell in the imma
nepces of that light. Above rationalist French-
windows, within the blank walls of the
lunettes, he paints an image of the accelerating
forces which he thinks should come between
the spectators and a cold stone wall. Thus
speaks Dionysus at Merion, Pennsylvania.

By 1930, when he visits the Barnes Foun
dation building to see the walls, he has placed,
between himself and any thick wall, a variety
of thin surfaces like wall-tiles, wallpaper, pic
tures, rugs, and tapestries, and, as a philo
sophic object, a two-sided Moorish screen
made of tiles. He shows the surfaces of ob
jects which are made for the sake of their

‘The Dance.’ around 1931. Watercolor. The left lunette. 28.5 x 49 cm. (Collection Matisse Museum, Nice, ©
Succession H. Matissel



surfaces—especially these thin or two-sided
objects which are mostly surface without much
interior stuff, yet which endure and suffice with
so little physical mass.

The massive wall at Merion is flat and inert,
so Matisse will place between himself and the
hard surface of the immovable wall an image
which will set the wall in motion. The image is
a dance in which the only motive is
movement. This dance is the wildest of the
dances he ever represents. The straight lines in
the, design of the building designate (male)
success over wildness and the wild gifts of
wild nature — as in lining up in regular rows
the wild prey shot in a hunt, or lining up wildly
willful dancers in a chorus line. Here Matisse
speeds up the dancers in order to show how
to preserve autonomous life when life is up
against stone-walled lifeless Ideals derived
from revelation or from reason. The unsys
tematic intervals among the colors — pink,
blue, black and grey — are an encouragement
to untheorized visual and intellectual adven
turousness.

The point is that the surface, qua surface, is
what we know, not interior depths. Objects,
even if physically inert, seem to be in motion if
they curve or waver like the patterns on fabrics
designed and manufactured around his child
hood home. Pattern for Matisse is rapport
which feels like it is moving forward: growing.
Wall is anything Matisse does not feel rapport
with so he paints space which is only as
large as the reach of his rapport. That Cezanne
was able to think that in a work of art “le tout
est de mettre le plus de rapport possible” [14
August 1906] is a precedent for Matisse to
paint his way through impassive wallness:
“Rapport is the affinity between things, the
common language; rapport is love, yes love.
Without rapport, without this love, there is no
longer any criterion of observation and then
there is no longer any work of art.”

When he says “Rapport is love,” he
means that the concept “love” exists and is
known as rapport is known, not as an absolute,
but in concrete relations with other people,
among immediacies. The value is direct touch:

my mural is the result of a physical
encounter between the artist and some fifty-
two square meters of surface of which the
spirit of the artist has had to take possession.”

The primary space for Henri Matisse is like
the curvaceous “face” of a violin, the fabric-
covered surface of an upholstered armchair,
the finite and bounded curved back of a turtle,
or a table-top. He so tilts a table-top that it is
almost flush with the vertical plane of the
picture. Thus when one looks toward the wall
in order to see a painting, often one sees the
image of a table-top with thick-skinned fruits
and long-blooming flowers. His primary tem
poral choices are 1) that he not be hurried; 2)
that he not be stopped by massiveness; and 3)
that he not be involved in two events of

different velocities.
Matisse’s space is never the space of rapid

movement into the distance where another
event might be occurring at a different rhythm.
Sailboating, one of his pleasures, is a method
of modifying his perspectives as he gradually
turns and turns again, as in an arabesque. A
sailboat, as surface out of all proportion to
mass, conveys his themes: 1) that functional
life-enhancing truths are not concealed in
secret depths; 2) that we must save the sur
faces as we theorize; 3) and that the ab
stracted thinking which annihilates surfaces for
deep mysteries can end up worshiping the
annihilation instead of the mystery — a cyni
cism which is not Dionysian.

Matisse’s Space

Matisse eschews the infinities or any poten
tially infinite continuum or anything which can
be an unbounded continuum. 1. The Uncon
scious, with its overdetermined and intermi
nable associations, has depths he will not be
lured into. Any motives of dancers beyond the
motive to move might imply visually unavailable
depths he finds unthinkable. 2. Naturalism, with
an infinite causal chain receding linearly beyond
one’s own time into temporal depths: for him,
an event is constructed by objects which have
swerved together into temporal congruences
along many different lines from the past, but
their contributions to the present event matter
while their pasts scarcely matter at all. 3.
Nihilistic indeterminisms, like moving forward

among accidental swerves of infinite Lucretian
atoms whose curves and directions don’t bear
upon each other or upon human feelings. Those
disenchantments are too infinite for a painter of
finite delights. 4. Straight lines which can, at
least if vertical or horizontal, imply that they
could continue infinitely. His home-made
diagonals don’t carry their implications very far
out of the moment.

Matisse does not criticize the actual in behalf
of the Ideal as perfect timeless form. He is
frustrated by magnolias, but satisfied with ivy,
which is a model for successful achievement in
time and space: “I have a branch of ivy which is
in the process of twisting harmoniously,” he
writes to Hans Purrman [1 June 19161. Later ivy
will suggest the endurance of France, and, in old
age, ivy will become a self-portrait. Ivy grows
over walls.

A sign is something which is to be fol
lowed to elsewhere along the shortest pos
sible line. Matisse uses signs which will not
lead elsewhere very quickly. Some of his slow-
as-ivy signs are turtle, pineapple, Moorish cafe,
snail, harbor, oasis, and harem-afternoons.
Another shaped-space with temporal themes
is an upholstered armchair, curved through
three dimensions, with a surface more inter
esting than anything behind or under the sur
face, and the shape of the curving fabric
surface finite and bounded. Matisse early says
that he dreams of an art which might be, for
every mental worker, something like a good
armchair, but one does not sit in an armchair
either eternally, or within Eternity, but for a
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Study, overall view. 1930-31. 25.8 x 33.2 cm. Lead pencil on paper (Collection Matisse Museum, Nice, ©
Succession H Matisse)
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length of time which has nothing to do with
timelessness and more to do with a con
versation in which two people, or a person and
a painting, are adjusting the equalities between
them. Armchair-time is a complement to the
spiritual space which is the light of painting.

La Danse is not painted to be seen from an
armchair below the murals, but from a balcony
where one would stand directly opposite. The
spectator of La Danse is to stand, in a position

which raises questions of metaphysical
position, on a balcony. The walking and
standing spectator is to feel in accord with the
wall of dancers whose wills are not dominated
by a choreographer, who autonomously set
themselves in motion, and who cannot make a
mistake because they do not submit them
selves to ideal or eternal forms or patterns in
the light of which they can be judged to be
wrong. What can go wrong in the Dionysian

freedom from idealist standards?
The abandoned sketch of La Danse is too

obedient to laws of symmetry to be placed
within the watered-down lukewarm sym
metries of the Barnes Foundation. On the left,
one straight leg on the diagonal leaping into the
dance and picture, and on the right, one
straight leg in a parallel diagonal. In the middle,
one straight leg perfectly vertical. A straight ex
tended leg on a dancer illustrates obedience of
non-empirical rules. Such temporal poise of
balance on one foot is perilously close to an
ambition to be exempt from physical forces.
The dancers of this uncompleted version are in
a dance in which they could make a mistake —

but for Matisse, the wrong kind of mistake, so
that his plans for the painting are themselves
mistaken.

Dionysian Freedom

Paris: La Danse I. This version is like a
cropped close-up cross-section of the ring of
dancers in Le Bonheur de vivre, but at a
frenzied pace, with no stand-still moment. The
straight vertical leg in the central panel has so
shifted toward the diagona—in gradual stages
shown in working photographs—that the leg
would not, in that position, bear the weight for
more than a moment. The three straight legs
seem to be rotations of the same position
loosely synchronized, while three figures who
have nonchalantly fallen out of the ring of
dance seem able to climb back up into it.

Matisse is the first Nietzschian “overman”
as painter—the artist who has freed himself
from the revenge which Idealism takes on a
world of changes, mutabilities, and motions of
mixed velocities when it distorts toward
idealist immutability or some form purer and
more perfect than any actual anomaly (reading
Martin Heidegger on Nietzsche). Matisse’s
space is shapped by his negative interest in the
infinite in space and the eternal in time, and
positively by his acceptance of the finite which
can dilate, extend, or expand through
curvatures of surfaces. He has even fully freed
himself from the need for a split-second time
less instant such as the “epiphany” in which
the eternal is visible in the temporal. He is not
tempted by the revenge which idealist repre
sentation takes on an imperfect, accident-
prone, mutable world as it punishes the actual
event by distorting and criticizing it in behalf of
the disembodied Ideal. The buoyancy in
Matisse’s work derives from a working meth
od or studio practice which saves his energy.
His ‘studio secret’ is right on the surface in his
style: representation without revenge. t

Study, overall view. 1930-31. 27.2 x 37.2 cm. Lead pencil on paper (collection Matisse Museum, Nice,
© Succession H. Matissel
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William S. Wilson has written about Matisse in Artspace
(December 1992) and about rapport in ‘Cezanne’s
Rapport, writers on Artists, North Point Press. He is
the author of a book of short fiction, Why I Don’t write
Like Franz Kafka.

study for the figure of the center lunette. 1930-31. 335 x 198 cm. Lead pencil on paper (collection Matisse
viuseum, Nice, © Succession H. Matisse(


